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Preface to the New Edition
Neil deMause

When we sat down to begin reporting the artides that ultimately became

the first edition of this book, we were only dimly aware that we were

witnessing the beginnings^ of an epochal shift in the sports landscape.

In more and more cities, owners of sports teams were demanding new

publicly financed stadiums at hundreds of millions of dollars a pop, even

as local governments pleaded poverty when it came time to allocate funds

for such trivialities as schools or libraries. It seemed a curious moment

in the worlds of both sports and urban politics, and we set out to docu¬

ment it before it disappeared.

That moment was now almost twelve years ago, and the litde trend

tlvit w i noticed then has become a massive industry. No one keeps reliable

iigiiK'.s on how much taxpayer money goes to building new homes for

spi >ri s il .1 ms—though this book details some of the best guesses—but it's

certainly now in the neighborhood of $2 billion a year. The reasons given

arc l.irgfl v the same: Sports subsidies are good for economic development,

the old place is obsolete, you'll lose your team if you don't build one.

And. as we explain here, they're still almost entirely bogus—as when,

for c.viniple, Florida Marlins team president David Samson declared a

si 111 - ol "firm" deadlines for state legislators to approve a stadium deal,

and then, when no cash was forthcoming, simply waited a year and tried

again.

This newly expanded edition of Field of Schemes picks up where the

previous one left off, with four new chapters that investigate some of

the most notable stadium and arena controversies of the new millen¬

nium ("hapter 13, "The Art of the Steal Revisited," covers the tricks of

die trade of stadium seekers, andhow they've changed (andmore often,

i't) om 1 ihc years. ( hapter 14, "Youppi! Come Home," details what

.sehall bu-.inc.ss w 1 itc r Doug Pappas dubbed the Stadium Extortion



across North America Tour that Major League Baseball conducted as

it sought to wring maximum profits from the orchestrated demise of

the Montreal Expos. Chapter 15, "The Perfect Storm," recounts the

blizzard of new-stadium deals that hit New York City in the new mil¬

lennium, with a public price tag of more than $2 billion. And chapter

16, "Saving Fenway," is the story of that rare group of citizen activists

who took on the combined power of the sports industry and the local

political establishment, and won.

In addition, annotations have been added to the original chapters of

this book, bringing their stories into the present day—so if you're won¬

dering how Cleveland's new stadiums look as an economic-development

project more than a decade down the road, you'll find out here. (Hint:

not good.)

The little story that we stumbled across more than a decade ago turns

out to be one of the defining themes of our political culture: How one

big-money industry has manipulated democratic institutions to boost

its own profits. The stories in this book are not just about sports, or even

tax money, but ultimately about something more fundamental: Who

does our government serve, and why?

xii PREFACE TO THE NEW EDITION



the Cheap Seats

the dim, distant past, when the Earth was new and the Caro-

urricanch were still the Hartford Whalers, we knew little about

.world of sports-franchise roulette. We probably were about as

rmi'd .1^ ny regular newspaper reader or espn junkie—namely,

'J knew th.it sports teams seemed to be moving to new cities, or at

east threatening to do so, at an alarming pace. Those that stayed put

n.' ni" ire often than not rewarded with new sports palaces with

odd corporate names like the twa Dome and the Pepsi Center. We

might have wondered, too, whether these new sports facilities were

really wniih the hundreds of millions of public dollars being spent

on them. And we might have questioned, in idle conversation, the

wisdom ol spending such exorbitant amounts of money on behalf

of pi i\ .uc mi terests while so much of what we knew and loved about

US cilks w is falling apart.

Mostk. .i'I we knew back then, in the fall of 1995, was that the

(;k\eLiiid Prowns were no more.

I ach 01 us had a long history as a sports fan. Joanna grew up in

Cleveland, singing the Browns Christmas song in sixth-grade choir

and generally confident in the notion that football and Sunday after¬

noons would forever go together. The announcement in November

1995 that longtime owner Art Modell was yanking the team away to

Baltimore stunned locals. If this could happen to one of the most

devoted fan bases in the country, it could happen anywhere.

Suddenly, the topic of team relocation and stadium construction

seemed to deserve greater scrutiny. Local taxpayers had handed over

hundreds of millions of dollars for a new baseball stadium for the

Indians—should they have done the same for the Browns? And at

what point was it fair for a beleaguered populace, facing a neglected



educational infrastructure and a continued urban exodus, to say

"enough is enough; we deserve to have sports teams and a successful

school system"?
For Neil, meanwhile, growing up a Yankees fan meant riding the

subway to the newly renovated ballyard in the Bronx thirty times a

year, to sit in $1.50 bleacher seats with a crowd more diverse than

you'd find most anywhere in a rapidly polarizing city: Latino families

from the surrounding neighborhoods, members of the rap group

Grandmaster Flash and the Furious Five, a Japanese newspaper re¬

porter who happily gave up her press-box seat to sit with the real

fans, and an elderly cowbell-wielding man named AJi, who com¬

muted from his native Puerto Rico every baseball season to watch

his team in action.
But being a Yankees fan also meant weathering New York Yankees

owner George Steinbrenner's recurrent threats to move the team to

the swamplands of neighboring New Jersey. Yankees games became

poignant, with the fear that ours could be the last generation to share

in this sudden camaraderie. Meanwhile the city, pleading poverty,

doubled the subway fare, while Steinbrenner, pleading poverty, re¬

doubled his threats while quadrupling bleacher ticket prices. But it

wasn't until a new mayor slashed social services to the bone while

endorsing Steinbrenner's demand for a new midtown sports palace

that the full extent of the story became clear: What was it about

sports teams that allowed them to find public money where the pub:

lie couldn't?
Like other sports fans of long standing, we had worried over the

yearly ritual of watching our teams declare their intentions to move

to another city unless bribed with a new stadium or a new lease.

As journalists concerned with urban issues, we wondered about the

wisdom of city governments spending millions of dollars on these

stadiums at a time when public housing, libraries, and schools were

being dismantled at an unprecedented pace. Perhaps, we thought,

there was a story in that.

What we found was more than a mere story. For one thing, the

Xiv INTRODUCTION



scale of the public subsidy was not millions of dollars, as we had

thought, but billions—an expected $11 billion over the course of the

1990s, with no signs of slowing down.

We also discovered that the popular notion of the villains and

the heroes in the battle over sports-franchise blackmail was upside-

down. Although newspapers had portrayed the public as unthinking

fans who demanded their elected officials keep teams in town at any

cost, we instead found hundreds of citizen activists who had been

fighting city by city for years to stop public money from going to

private profit. Corporate welfare, they called it, and understandably

so. Meanwhile, the local politicians who had pleaded that they had

no choice but to give in to sports owners' demands turned out to be

eagerly lining up to build sparkling new luxury boxes—where they

then happily attended games as the owners' special guests. As one

fed-up city resident told us. They re not public servants. They're

corporate servants."

This book began because we were frustrated with free-agent fran¬

chises demanding money as the price of their loyalty But this is far

more than a sports story: It's also a story of deceptive politicians, tax¬

payer swindles, media slants, the power of big money, and most of

all, a political system that serves the rich and powerful at the expense

of the average fan, the average taxpayer, the average citizen.

The more we learned in researching this book, the more appar¬

ent it became that the most important partner in the new stadium

tango has been left out for far too long. Average citizens are the ones

paying for the cost of new sports facilities—in public subsidies, in

111 enue lost, in public spaces taken over for private gain, in dis¬

illusionment with the democratic process, and in the loss of sheer

enjoyment at being a spectator at a pro sporting event. We spoke

with heartbroken sports fans who couldn't imagine life without their

team, and neighborhood activists just struggling to make ends meet.

One outraged citizen, questioning the whole concept of public

going to sports facilities, wondered aloud if his love of bowl-

ing meant he should get state money to build new bowling lanes.
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Another vowed never to patronize the monolithic stadium his

once-beloved home team was set to build. All were willing to open

their memories, their homes, and their lives to our inquiries and cu¬

riosity
We remain overwhelmed and moved by the stories these people

had to share. Yes, this is the tale of the Art Modells and George Stein-

brenners of the world, but more than anything it is the average citi¬

zen's story: the story of people across the country saying "enough is

enough" with corporate welfare in all its many forms.

We ultimately tracked the roots of the sports-stadium swindle

back in time to the construction of the railroads in nineteenth-cen¬

tury America, and into the corridors of local power politics in a hun¬

dred towns across the United States and Canada. But the story of

the swindle really begins on the night it first broke through to public

consciousness: a cold spring night in a Maryland suburb, when a fleet

of moving vans crept away in the dead of night—stealing a city's

football team away, and forever changing the way we think about

sports, urban politics, and the future of the American city.



A Tale of Two Inner Cities

It is simply unconscionable that cities are forced to succumb

to blackmail by pro football and baseball. You should not ca¬

pitulate to blackmailers. You don't deal with hostage situations.

You don't deal with terrorists. I put these teams in the same

category. —Maryland state senator Julian Lapides

It was late on the night of March 29, 1984, when a dozen movingvans backed up to the football training complex in the Maryland

suburb of Owings Mills and took the Baltimore Colts away

Since 1953 the Colts had been an institution as fundamental to

Baltimore's self-image as crab cakes or Edgar Allan Poe. Now, over¬

night, this symbol of the city was to be reborn as something called

1 he liidi.inapolis Colts and disappear forever into an indoor football

st.idium in the American heartland.

A fi-w spectators gathered in the rain to watch as the worldly belong¬
ings ol I'laltimore's football team were loaded up for the six-hundred-

milc dm-e west. The movers, imported from Indianapolis by Colts

o\\ iK i Robert Irsay for the occasion, packed away helmets and pads, file

binds .md film projectors, as Pinkerton guards kept onlookers at bay
' It s unbelievable, the callousness of this man," Colts fan Brian

Vimgi i told a crowd of assembled reporters. "Just because he has a

couple of bucks, he can tear a whole city down on his whims."



The Colts' move was hardly the first time a pro sports team had

switched cities. In 1958, after all, the Dodgers had famously fled

Brooklyn, and six of the National Basketball Association s inaugural

eight teams had moved from their original homes by 1963. The first

great era of sports-franchise migration ran from 1952 until 1968—

when the Kansas City (nee Philadelphia) A's ended their two-decade

westward flight by settling in Oakland. In the interim, more than a

dozen sports franchises took up new residences.

But those were different times. Jet travel had abruptly made bi-

coastal leagues a reality, and the great population shifts away from

the urban centers of the Northeast to the suburbs and the Sunbelt

had opened up new markets for pro sports. By the time the Colts took

flight, the major sports leagues had already expanded into most of

the attractive locations, and franchise shifts had become rare. Before

the Oakland Raiders moved to Los Angeles in 1982, no established

football team had switched cities in two decades. Baseball hadn't

seen a move in twelve years; basketball and hockey had undergone

unprecedented expansion but little franchise movement since the

early '70s. Sports fans in Baltimore, like their counterparts across the

nation, had grown secure in the expectation that their team would

still be there to cheer on next year.

Besides, the team's absentee owner, Robert Irsay had just been

handed $25 million in city-funded stadium improvements to quiet

his earlier threats to leave town. And the team was moving to In¬

dianapolis, of all places—a city no larger than Baltimore, with only

a single major-league team to its name, the fledgling Indiana Pac¬

ers basketball club—a prototypical hick town derisively nicknamed

India-no-place.

The Colts' move, clearly, was something new and frightening: a

team leaving its home of three decades not for lack of support (the

Colts had continued to attract large crowds in its last years in Bal¬

timore), but solely for the lure of greater profits. "If the Colts can

be moved that way," wrote New York Times sports columnist Dave

Anderson following the team's midnight flight, "any other franchise
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area in any sport can wake up some morning to find itself without
a team."

They were prophetic words. The Colts' move may have seemed

an anomaly at the time, but in retrospect it was the dawn of an era.

In 1984, corporations large and small were learning as never before

how to supplement profits by extorting money from their home¬

towns under threat of moving across the country or overseas. The

sports industry may have come late to this game of "corporate wel¬

fare, as it came to be known, but it soon had adopted the tactic for

its own. Whereas a manufacturing plant could win perhaps tens of

millions of dollars this way, the final tab for a single sports subsidy
could run as high as half a billion dollars.

The Colts' sudden move led to a series of events far beyond any¬

thing that could have been imagined that spring night. By the time

the dust had settled, another football team had been taken from its

diehard fans, and two cities had undertaken the building of four new

stadiums, leaving taxpayers in two states to pay close to $1 billion in

construction costs. The resulting transfer of public funds into private

pockets would lay claim to public schools and fragile urban neigh¬

borhoods, leave democratic checks and balances in shambles, and

enrich a handful of owners—real-estate barons and wealthy indus¬

trialists—by hundreds of millions of dollars. The flight of the Balti¬

more Colts may have seemed like the end of the world for the team's

fans, but for sports owners, it was the beginning of a lucrative dream

that has yet to end. Before long, Cleveland, another urban center

similarly struggling to survive the shifting industrial landscape of the

1970s, would be drawn into the musical-chairs game of relocating

sports teams and earmarking public funds for stadium construction.

Within a decade, nearly every major city in the nation was being

asked to mortgage its future to the sports industry, and Robert Irsay

was beginning to look less like a singular demon than the harbinger
of a scam of historic proportions.

It all started, inauspiciously enough, with the Hoosier Dome.

A TALE OF TWO INNER CITIES 3



Take the Money and Run

The idea was first floated in the mid-1970s by business and political

leaders in Indianapolis. The local government had already poured

more than $400 million into a decade's worth of downtown office

blocks and hotel complexes; a new domed football stadium, they

proposed, would complement the city's convention center as the

centerpiece of a hub of sports-based tourism. Construction of the

Hoosier Dome was under way by 1982, its $78 million price tag fi¬

nanced by a 1 percent county-wide tax on food and beverages and $30

million in grants from two local foundations.

Indianapolis had a state-of-the-art domed stadium rising in its

city center, but it still had no team. Dome boosters had assured

city leaders that the nfl would place an expansion football team

in Indianapolis once construction was complete. By 1982, however,

it had become clear that the football league was in no hurry to

expand—thanks in part to an ongoing lawsuit over the Raiders'

move to Los Angeles the previous year. Furthermore, it was look¬

ing more likely that, once expansion did arrive, the nfl would favor

booming Sunbelt cities such as Phoenix and Jacksonville over In¬

dianapolis. Articles started appearing in financial publications with
such headlines as "Will Indianapolis' Domed Stadium Become a

White Elephant?"

This, clearly, would not do. So three-term mayor William Hud-

nut, sensing political disaster, reestablished an old contact he had

made back in 1977, when the dome was still just a set of blueprints:

He called Robert Irsay, owner of the Baltimore Colts. And he offered

him a deal.

A Chicago industrialist who had made his fortune in sheet metal,

Irsay had bought the Colts in 1972 and watched as his new team took

an immediate nosedive in the standings. In 1979, with the Colts floun¬

dering on the field and in ticket sales, the team's owner demanded

that the city pay for $25 million worth of improvements to twenty-

five-year-old Memorial Stadium, which the Colts shared with the Bal-
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timore Orioles baseball team. If not, he intimated, he would take his

team elsewhere.
The city capitulated to the Colts' owner's demands, but still Ir-

say's eye wandered. By 1984 his flirtations had focused on Indianapo¬

lis, where Hudnut was offering a low-rent lease on the new dome to

entice the team to relocate. Baltimore city officials, scrambling to

keep the Colts in place, countered with an offer of a $15 million loan

and a city-backed guarantee on ticket sales. But even as they held out

this gold-plated carrot to Irsay city leaders also readied an unprec¬

edented stick: They asked the state legislature to consider condemn¬

ing the team via the principle of eminent domain.

Under eminent-domain powers, local governments can condemn

a private asset and then seize it, paying the former owners fair mar¬

ket value for their property—in this case, the Colts themselves,

which would then be sold to a new, local owner. It's a tactic more

often used for highway rights-of-way than for football teams; it s also

one that had failed two years earHer in Oakland when the Raiders

skipped town. But that case had been rejected by an appeals court on

very narrow grounds, and legal experts were hopeful that the city of

Baltimore would have better luck with its case.

It never got the chance. The Colts, tipped off to the city's plans,

hurriedly completed negotiations with Indianapolis. And so, on

March 29,1984, while the Maryland legislature continued to debate

the use of eminent domain, in came the moving vans. That after¬

noon, the bill to place the Colts under state control was passed, but it

was a few hours too late: Courts would later rule against the seizure

on the grounds that by the time the law was passed, there was noth¬

ing left for the state to seize.
The Baltimore Colts were no more. As fans grieved, local politi¬

cians plotted to obtain a replacement franchise, either through ex¬

pansion or by moving an established team. And city officials across
the nation braced for a new wave of demands from their own sports

teams, under threat of becoming "another Baltimore.



"Mistake on the Lake"

The last thing the city of Cleveland wanted was to become the next

Baltimore. It was already the first, and hopefully last, Cleveland, and

that was enough of an emotional burden for even the windy town's

hardiest souls. Once a thriving industrial center with dominating

sports teams, Cleveland had seen its fortunes, its national image, and

the reputation of its historic baseball stadium plummet over mere

decades.

In 1931 the successful completion of the new sports stadium on

the shores of Lake Erie was hailed as the harbinger of great things

to come. Cleveland Municipal Stadium, built by the federal Works

Project Administration with the hope of luring the 1932 Olympics to

downtown Cleveland, was "a monument to the progressive spirit of

the city's people," according to the special section of the Cleveland

Plain Dealer devoted to the new stadium.

The city, not yet crippled under the weight of the Depression,

was coming off one of its most successful economic decades ever.

Cleveland had become the nation's second-largest center for auto¬

mobile manufacturing, behind only Detroit. Big steel was thriving,

as was manufacturing. And the brand-new horseshoe by the lake,

which cost local taxpayers some $2.5 million, was the crown jewel in

an economic construction plan designed to give the city even more

national attention. When eighty thousand fans jammed into Munici¬

pal Stadium's wooden seats for the Cleveland Indians' first baseball

game there in 1932, headline writers crowed "Depression Given Black

Eye." It was there that the team reveled in its glory years of the 1940s

and 1950s, when the Indians were one of the most successful teams

in baseball, and their fans set attendance records that would last for

decades.

Fifty years later, the stadium had assumed a very different mean¬

ing. Municipal Stadium, and the city itself, were dubbed the "Mistake

on the Lake." As Cleveland struggled through a series of national

embarrassments in the 1970s—from the Cuyahoga River catching on
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fire to the city becoming the first major American city to go into de¬

fault since the Depression—the dreadful performance of the Indians,

and their aging ballpark, seemed horribly symbolic of Cleveland's

misfortunes. Year after cellar-dwelling year, the team was considered

an embarrassment to professional baseball, and talk escalated that

opposing teams dreaded the trip to frigid Cleveland Municipal Sta¬

dium, with its bitter winds off Lake Erie and its tiny crowds, cramped

locker rooms, and out-of-date scoreboard.

And while many in the city turned critical eyes on the performance

of the Indians, Cleveland itself was feeling the uncomfortable burn

of a national spotlight that illuminated a shrinking population, dete¬

riorating race relations, escalating poverty, and vanishing industrial

jobs. The city, which had lost 23 percent of its population between

1970 and 1980, started the 1980s with its credit suspended by several

Wall Street ratings agencies because of its fiscal woes.

When Indians owner Steve O'Neill died in 1983, rumors ran ram¬

pant that the financially shaky team would be sold to buyers from an¬
other state, most likely Florida. Even before O'Neill's death, league

officials had come to town to announce that the Indians were very

likely not long for Cleveland. Without a principal owner for the

team, its future was suddenly even more precarious. And so in 1984

a new tax initiative to fund a domed stadium (domes were then in

fashion—several cities had followed Indianapolis s lead) was called

for, in order, it was claimed, to keep the team in the city.

The campaign for the dome was the brainchild of Cuyahoga

county commissioner Vincent Campanella. Working largely with¬

out the organized support of his fellow politicians, Campanella pro¬

posed putting a domed stadium in the old Central Market area of

downtown Cleveland; the new S150 million, seventy-two-thousand-

seat stadium was to be entirely paid for by a countywide property-

tax

Emotions ran high among fans and residents throughout the

dome debate. The way some locals talked, the threatened move of

a sports team would tear the heart out of the city. Yet many Cleve-
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anders questioned the fiscal sanity of forking over public doHars at a

time when the town overall was struggling to reverse years of finan¬

cial woe. Others were reluctant to spend a great deal of tax money

on a team that had performed so abysmally for so many years "Go

Browns," a cynical graffitist scrawled on the walk to Municipal Sta¬
dium. And take the Indians with you."

In May 1984, voters resoundingly rejected the proposal The

choice of a property tax to fund the initiative, the Indians' poor per-

ormance on the playing field, and, most important, a lack of con¬

sensus among the city's power brokers probably sent the campaign

to its defeat. The effort never had the full support of then governor

Richard Celeste or the city's Republican mayor, George Voinovich

Indeed, Campanella himself would later speculate that the failure of
the domed-stadium tax killed his political career.

But if CampaneUa's mishandling of the political situation tempo¬

rarily doomed the dome, the idea of a new stadium had plenty of

support, especially from the city's powerful business community As

would become the national pattern, advertisements by dome sup¬

porters promised Cleveland taxpayers that the new stadium would

result m magnificent economic dividends for the city as a whole

promises that continued after the referendum went down to a solid

defeat. Soon after the initiative lost, the Washington Post reported,

C eveland leaders can't ignore a study that said a dome would result

m the construction of three new downtown hotels, an office build¬

ing and restaurants, that 1,588 full-time construction jobs would be

created; that another 6,829 permanent jobs would result; that the

total annual spending impact would be $62.2 million." National and

ocal media, the business community and local politicians all firmly

pushed the idea that a new stadium was needed for the team and for

Cleveland's hopes of reestabHshing itself as an important city

And although their referendum failed, domed-stadium backers

didn t give up. The Civic Committee to Build a Domed Stadium was

ormed, chaired by the acting chair of the Greater Cleveland Growth

Association, the town's chamber of commerce. The Civic Commit¬
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tee would later become the Greater Cleveland Domed Stadium Cor¬

poration, which borrowed $22 million from local banks and the state

to purchase a site for a new facility. Despite public opposition and

construction, and financing plans that were sketchy at best, support¬

ers were determined to plunge ahead with the stadium project.

Before Cleveland's power brokers could come up with a new pitch,

however, the national sports-stadium scene irrevocably shifted—

thanks in large part to events taking place back in Baltimore.

"Just Give Me the Tools'"

The departure of the Colts in the spring of 1984 had an immedi¬

ate impact on Baltimore politics. Seeing the outcry over the loss of

one sports team. Mayor William Schaefer, who had been a steadfast

opponent of spending public money on sports stadiums, abruptly

became the biggest booster of a new ballpark for the Baltimore

A success on the field and off since relocating from St. Louis in

1954, the Baltimore club landed seven first-place finishes between

1966 and 1979, and their home at city-owned Memorial Stadium was

.1 pk-.'a mil i >iu , 1 icstled in a residential neighborhood of single-family

homes whose rooftops were visible beyond the wooden bleachers in

right and left fields. In the mid-1980s a poll of fans ranked Memorial

as one of the best ballparks in the major leagues.

But for all its pastoral charm. Memorial was a no-frills ballpark,

wuhoul such modern-day amenities as luxury boxes or lavish food-

pa-p.ii.itinii l.icilities. As early as 1967, when municipalities across

the comun \s ere building new concrete "dual-purpose" stadiums

u> hoiiM- both their football and baseball teams, the owners of the

Colts and (hides had proposed such a facility for Baltimore, to be

situated neat the old Camden rail yards just west of downtown. In

1972 Orioles exec Frank Cashen upped the ante, proclaiming, "We

are not going L< 1 be able to do anything in terms of a new long-term

lease unless .1 sr.idium is built downtown." But as it became clear that

A TALE OF TWO INNER CITIES 9



no such deal was forthcoming, the Orioles continued to sign short-

term leases on Memorial, and no one moved to resurrect the idea of
a new facility.

Then, in 1979 local beer magnate Jerrold Hoffberger sold the Ori¬

oles to Edward Bennett Williams, a lawyer-to-the-pols from hated

rival Washington dc. Many in Baltimore suspected Wilhams of har¬

boring secret plans to move the ballclub to the nation's capital—a

suspicion that the new owner wasted no time in using to force the

city's hand on his demands for a new stadium. "For as long as the

city will support the team," he told the Washington Post, "it will stay

here leading to rampant speculation that he would take the team

south on the pretext of low attendance. When American League

president Lee MacPhail followed with a public vow of league sup¬

port for a new stadium on Interstate 95 between Baltimore and

Washington, the pressure built for Baltimore to prevent a repeat of
the Colts' betrayal.

By 1986, when Mayor Schaefer was elected governor of Maryland,

he was not just a proponent of a new baseball stadium; he had be¬

come Williams's greatest ally. The man who as mayor had declared

that unless private enterprise builds it, we won't build it" was now

missing no opportunity to stump for a new state-built ballpark. Bill

Marker, a local community leader who would play a major role in the

stadium battle to come, recaUs watching Schaefer's inaugural speech

as governor: "I remember saying to friends, 'Well, let's see whether

he mentions the stadium, and if so where in his speech.' And it was

basically: 'Hi, Marylanders! We've gotta build a stadium!"'

Schaefer knew just where he wanted to build it, too: the same

Camden Yards site that had been considered for a multi-sport facility

back in the '60s. Ten years earlier, Mayor Schaefer had helped mas¬

termind the reconstruction of Baltimore's inner harbor as the Har-

borplace mall-and-museum tourist mecca. Now, Governor Schaefer

concluded that a stadium could only enhance the attractiveness of

the city s rebuilt downtown to out-of-towners and their entertain¬
ment dollars.
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To keep Williams happy, Schaefer was prepared to build the proj¬

ect entirely with public money, proposing two state-run lotteries

with a sports theme to raise the $235 million necessary to condemn

the existing industrial park on the site and to fund the construction

of separate stadiums for baseball and football. (As it turned out,

Schaefer had seriously underestimated the cost of clearing land for

the project. The total tab would ultimately reach $410 million, plus

an additional $30 million for road improvements, to be paid out of
federal transportation funds.)

The plan was cemented at a memorable public hearing of the

state senate in March 1987. The star attraction was Williams, who

used every bit of his personal charm and political connections to

sway the legislators. In attendance that day was Bill Marker, prepar¬

ing to testify on behalf of his fledgling Marylanders for Sports Sanity

(mass), a hastily organized citizens' group opposing public stadium

funding. His hand-drawn placards, detailing alternate proposals

that mass had calculated could keep the team in town for far less

money—including having the state buy the team outright for less

than the cost of a new stadium—sat unused at his feet as he watched

Williams testify at length that a new ballpark was the only solution

to the woes of his team, as well as those of Baltimore. The Orioles'

owner, recalls Marker, was greeted as an old friend: "It was all these

senators saying, 'Oh, you were my professor in law school, and you
were so wonderful.'"

While Marker sat, several legislators expressed concerns about

spending such a large sum on what was, after all, a private enterprise.

Wliui Willwrisii narked that he needed a stadium that could guaran¬

tee sales of fifteen thousand season tickets, state senator Julian "Jack"

Lapides shot back, "It might be cheaper for the state to buy fifteen

tlious.ind si- is< m .ickets." Williams waited for the cheers from the gal-

k'l \ tc > tin di n, rlii n replied, "I didn't come here to ask for a subsidy.

... 1 c.m nuki. ilns tiling go in the private sector if I get the tools."

J he tools Williams wanted—a taxpayer-funded stadium—rep-

rcsentcd nisi .is much of a subsidy as a direct cash grant, of course,
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but the state senate didn't let that stand in its way. Four weeks after

Williams's testimony, the senate voted to empower the Maryland

Sports Authority to build two new stadiums: a baseball park immedi¬

ately for the Orioles, and a football stadium to follow once a replace¬

ment for the Colts could be lined up.
With the governor, state legislature, and mayor united behind a

publicly funded ballpark, Marker and his fellow community activists

had only one weapon left at their disposal. According to the Mary¬

land state constitution, any government expenditure can be submit¬

ted to a binding public referendum. Within two weeks of the state

senate decision, mass had gone door-to-door to gather twenty-eight

thousand signatures calling for a public vote. The state rejected the

petitions on the grounds that the stadium-funding bill was not sub¬

ject to referendum; mass took the state to court. An initial ruling

sided with the neighborhood activists. But that September the Mary¬

land court of appeals overturned the lower court's ruling, agreeing

with the state's argument that the stadium project constituted an

"appropriation for maintaining the state government" and so was

exempt from public vote.

"I think they lost the distinction that the state was doing it for a

private enterprise," Jack Lapides later recalled of the court's ruling.

"If the state were condemning the land and building the facility for

a state football team, or a state road, or a state hospital, or a state

school, then there would be justification. But I thought that their

rationale was very convoluted."

Opponents screamed long and loud that Schaefer had bullied his

way past the democratic process, but the deed was done. The sta¬

dium—given the cumbersome appellation "Oriole Park at Camden

Yards" at the insistence of Eli Jacobs, who bought the Orioles follow¬

ing Williams's death in 1988—had cleared its final hurdle. On April

6,1992, five years and $120 million worth of lottery tickets later, the

new ballpark opened to a packed house. And the value of Jacobs s

team, according to figures compiled by Financial World magazine,

jumped by nearly $100 million.
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At long last, the new stadium had taken its place alongside the

other government-sponsored tourist attractions that now crowded

the city's Inner Harbor. But as important as it was to Baltimore, Ori¬

ole Park at Camden Yards was destined to play a still more pivotal

role in the history of pro sports. For the Orioles had insisted on a

building that would be not an antiseptic stadium but a ballpark; un¬

like every other baseball stadium built in recent memory, this one

eschewed concrete walls and symmetrical dimensions for a self¬

consciously quirky design that used steel and brick to sheath its

luxury boxes and ad-filled video screens. From the upper-deck seats,

fans were treated to vistas not of suburban parking lots but of the

city skyline. In a final touch that delighted architectural critics and

baseball fans alike, the right-field wall abutted an eighty-seven-year-

old brick warehouse that was converted into team offices, a baseball

museum, and upscale shops.

As the stadium's biographer Peter Richmond wrote, "Baltimore

didn't need a new baseball stadium, but it was more than grateful

for the deliverance of a national showpiece." Camden Yards, as the

park would soon be known nationwide, caught the attention of ev¬

ery baseball team yearning for a new stadium. Fans flocked through

the gates of the new "old-time" park, filling the Orioles' ledgers with

unprecedented revenue, and the repercussions would be felt nation¬

wide.

"Comeback City"

While the Orioles' new owner was lobbying for a new home in Bal¬

timore, the hapless Indians (helmless as well after O'Neill's death)

were about to see their fortunes change. Whether real or imagined,

the threat of losing their baseball franchise, no matter how much

the Indians had struggled, was of enormous importance to many

Clevelanders. The city had witnessed, as had the rest of the country,

what had happened to Baltimore's beloved Colts when another town

laid down better terms. So when, two years after the domed stadium
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went down in defeat at the polls, the Indians were bought by brothers

Richard and David Jacobs, there was a collective sigh of relief. The

Jacobses (no relation to Orioles owner Eli Jacobs) were locals who

had made millions in real-estate development, especially in shop-

ping-mall construction. Significantly they had made their fortunes

in the Cleveland area and had considerable interest in downtown

development projects. "Increasingly they began to make substantial

investments in the city of Cleveland," explains David R. Elkins, a pro¬

fessor of political science at Cleveland State University, noting that

the brothers purchased building after building in the downtown area.
"They made some enormous changes on the physical appearance of

the city."

There wouldn't be much of a grace period for Clevelanders, how¬

ever, because the Jacobs brothers weren't about to give up on the

idea of having a new home built for their team. The brothers had

made their fortunes in an industry that had benefited tremendously

for decades from Cleveland's generous tax-abatement policies, and

when they bought the Indians, they argued that a central element

of their successfully rebuilding the team would have to be a new

home. But in a city that had already rejected public funding of a

new stadium, it would take masterful manipulation to persuade the

populace to fund such a project.

In 1990 the Central Market Gateway Project was formed in order

to develop a new downtown stadium for the Indians and an arena

for the basketball Cavaliers (who had been playing in suburban Rich¬

field), with what was then proposed as a mix of public and private

funds. The project got its title from the proposed construction site—

twenty-eight acres of prime downtown real estate that was home

to the city's historic Central Market. The site was one of the city's

two old open-air produce and supply markets and was still an active,

if somewhat neglected, neighborhood gathering spot when it was

demolished in 1989 at the request of the domed-stadium support¬

ers. For several years, as stadium backers plotted tactics, the site sat,

unused, as Cleveland's inner-city residents were forced to go else¬
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where to meet their shopping needs. Those same taxpayers presum¬

ably could take solace, along with the rest of the city, in thinking of

the newly razed spot as the centerpiece for what had been dubbed a
"comeback city"

With property taxes a proven failure with voters and politicians

alike, the principal means of paying off the city bonds that would
fund the new stadium project was to be a "sin tax"—a tax on al¬

coholic beverages and cigarette- and tobacco-related products. The

Cuyahoga County commissioners, no doubt fearful of tying their

own political futures to such a project, decided to put that decision to

the voters—against the wishes of stadium boosters, who desperately

wanted to have the county impose the tax without a costly referen¬

dum campaign. Raising $i million from private interests, including

$300,000 from both the Indians and the Cavaliers, supporters of the

initiative set out to prove to Cleveland voters that a vote for the sta¬

dium was a vote for the future of Cleveland.
"Who wins with Issue 2?" blared a newspaper ad just days before

the 1990 vote. "We All Do," answered the placards held by a multicul¬

tural rainbow of Cleveland schoolchildren. "Gateway will create a

development that will generate S33.7 million in public revenues every

year and provide: 28,000 good-paying jobs for the jobless; neighbor¬

hood housing development for the homeless; S15 million a year for

schools for our children; revenues for City and County clinics and

hospitals for the sick; energy assistance programs for the elderly."

The ad went on to promise what wouldn't be taken from taxpayers'

wallets or given to team owners: "No property tax; no sales tax; no

income tax; no tax abatement. . . Gateway: the next chapter in our

future."

The pr campaign was combined with some hardball threats from

the Major League Baseball establishment. Two days before the vote,

baseball commissioner Fay Vincent paid a visit to the city of Cleve¬

land. "Should this facility not be available in Cleveland, should the

vote be a negative one, we may be finding ourselves confronting a

subject that we want to avoid," Vincent said. "I say to you, it would
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be very bad for baseball, and I am opposed to Cleveland losing its
team." A Plain Dealer columnist laid it out for the public: 'Anyone

who thinks the Indians will still be playing in [Municipal] Stadium

at the end of the century is nuts. They'll either be in a new stadium

here or a new stadium elsewhere. Period."

The so-called Gateway initiative won a narrow victory with 51.7

percent of the vote. As with the earlier domed-stadium initiative, all

but one of the twenty-one wards located within the city limits voted

against the proposal.

The voting reflected a split in the local electorate, explains John

Ryan, executive secretary of the Cleveland apl-cio. "One is the sub¬

urbanites and a couple of wards that have quite a bit of money. The

other are low-income people or people that rely on the school sys¬

tems. And for the most part, they are people who don't have much

of a voice." The stadium vote had reaffirmed working-class and poor

Clevelanders' suspicions that, when it came to matters of public pol¬

icy and decision making in the city, their pocketbooks were the first

to be raided (via cigarette and liquor taxes, which, like all taxes on the

sale of goods, fall disproportionately on those with lower incomes),

even though their concerns were the last to be addressed.

Voters had approved the proposal with the understanding that

the combined cost of the new stadium and arena would run about

$344 million. But that soon turned into a much greater public invest¬

ment—some estimate the total cost through 1996 to be as high as

$462 million, with as much as two thirds coming from the public.1

And that cost continued to accumulate. It wasn't until late December

1996 that Gateway Economic Development Corp. signed a contract

agreeing to pay, over five years, Si.6 million in overdue taxes—most

of it owed to Cleveland schools.

"The arena was the real bugaboo," says Elkins. The Cavaliers

played in a nearly new arena in nearby Richfield, he explains, and the

team owners, Gordon and George Gund, had just refurbished that

arena at their own expense. The Gunds, he recalls, "were constantly

saying, 'We don't need to come downtown. We have a fine facility
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out at Richfield Coliseum, and if we don't have a state-of-the-art fa¬

cility here in Cleveland, there's no incentive, more or less, for us to

come downtown.'"

Cost overruns or not, by the spring of 1994 the Indians had their

new home. (Gund Arena, for the Cavaliers, would follow that au¬

tumn.) Named Jacobs Field after Richard Jacobs offered the highest

bid for the naming rights, the new stadium was directly in the Cam¬

den Yards mold—modestly sized and constructed out of lime rock

to reflect local construction resources, with an asymmetrical seat lay¬

out and state-of-the-art scoreboard.

Send in the Browns

Even while some Clevelanders bemoaned a stadium seen as too

big, too old, and too drafty for baseball, the town's football team

continued to pack in crowds at the same location. The Cleveland

Browns, owned since 1961 by multimillionaire gop fundraiser Art

Modell, were as much a symbol of nfl glory as the Indians were a

baseball embarrassment. All winter long, Sunday afternoons meant

packed Browns games at Municipal Stadium with a boisterous core

of working-class fans who'd cheered the team on for decades. The

rabid enthusiasm was symbolized by the nationally known "Dawg

Pound"—the rowdy crowd of fans in the end zone bleacher seats

who painted themselves in the team's orange and brown, often con¬

sumed great quantities of alcohol, and donned canine masks when

the team's defensive secondary took to calling themselves the Dawgs

and barking. (Arsenio Hall would immortalize this group by encour¬

aging his late-night national television audience to bark in the same

manner.)

By the mid-1980s, when the fate of the Indians was portrayed as

being in severe jeopardy, the future of the Browns was never publicly

questioned. But on November 4, 1995, Modell stunned the city with

the revelation that he had been involved in negotiations with Mary¬

land officials to move his team to Baltimore. Rumors had circulated
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for months that Modell resented the city's finding money to build

the Gateway Project and the new Rock and Roll Hall of Fame while

not funding renovations of Municipal Stadium. But Modell had also

promised the city in 1994 that as long as he owned the team he'd

never leave town, and the rumors remained just that—until Novem¬

ber 1995.

Modell had long requested renovations to Municipal Stadium,

and some were in the works. In fact, the story of his probable exodus

broke the day before a scheduled vote to extend the sin tax created

to fund the Gateway complex so that it could be used to pay for im¬

provements to the Browns' home. Perhaps not surprisingly (the Plain

Dealer ran a front-page editorial urging a yes vote), the referendum

passed.

But with a lucrative offer from Baltimore in hand, Modell was not

to be placated with mere stadium renovations. Three days later, the

deal was official. Cries of fury came from almost every corner of

Cleveland. From carefully orchestrated petition drives by the may¬

or's office, to spontaneous anti-Modell outbursts (at times lapsing

into anti-Semitism—"They killed the wrong Jew" read one memo¬

rable homemade sign at a Browns game after Israeli prime minister

Yitzhak Rabin was slain), the city reacted with passion and outrage
to Modell's announcement.

There were several "Save Our Browns" rallies in the months follow¬

ing Modell's announcement—especially after Mayor Michael White

urged Clevelanders to let the nation hear their outrage. "No Team,

No Peace" was a common slogan in a surreal time in which a city

saw its usually moderate mayor tirelessly campaign against one of the

town s most famous multimillion-dollar residents. Concerned citizens

wore orange armbands and gathered petitions, Cleveland-born come¬

dian Drew Carey spoke at one rally, and a cottage industry hawking

anti-Modell T-shirts, buttons, and bumper stickers blossomed. But

the Browns left anyway and the city reeled. It was perhaps the only

time the New York Times has ever run a photograph of a grown man

wearing a dog mask, smoking a cigar, and weeping.
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As for Baltimore, after twelve years the city had finally found its re¬

placement for the Colts, even if the new Baltimore Ravens didn t yet

have quite the allure of the old club. The Browns' move also meant

that Baltimore would at last have to build the new stadium that it

had denied the Colts, a football-only stadium adjacent to Oriole Park

at Camden Yards, at a cost of an additional $200 million in state-

lottery money. For the Ravens, there was no question of paying their

own way: Their new lease guaranteed the team thirty years of free

rent, plus a $50 million cash relocation bonus. 'As sweetheart [deals]

go, call this one the Demi Moore special," San Diego Union-Tribune

sportswriter Tom Cushman wrote, noting that a Ravens subsidiary

would even rake in half the profits (plus a 10 percent "management

fee") for rock concerts and other non-football events at the new sta¬

dium. The Orioles, noting a parity clause in their lease requiring that

they get at least as good a deal as any football team at Camden Yards,

immediately demanded free rent, too.

Baltimore had paid dearly to replace its departed football team;

now it would be Cleveland's turn to ante up. The city had hoped

that the renovation of Municipal Stadium that voters had approved

in November would be enough to lure a new team. But when Mayor

White met with nfl officials in early January 1996, he was told that

the league would consider a replacement team only if there were

a new stadium in place. White, following negotiations with nfl of¬

ficials on the city's chances of getting a replacement football team,

quickly brokered a deal to tear down Municipal Stadium and replace

it with a new $220 million football-only stadium to be paid for pri¬

marily with tax money.

A populace that had just been called upon to hand over $175 mil¬

lion in stadium-renovation money was now going to have its wallets

raided once again. And yet, with Cleveland s voters and politicians

facing the very real specter of a town without football, local activists

railing for a change in fiscal priorities faced an uphill battle.

Marge Misak, a longtime community activist, remembers well

her sense of isolation. "There was no outcry. There were no people
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publicly, no politicians, no groups, that were saying, 'Wait a minute.

Let's look at it. Let's question it.' It was astounding, especially in

light of the fact that all the cost overruns at Gateway were coming

through, and the county was coming up with more and more loans

that were obviously not going to be repaid, just to finish that project.

... It was kind of an astounding juxtaposition, because you would

think that there would be questions about, 'Did we learn our lesson

here?"'

Six days of debate in the Cleveland City Council culminated in a

13-8 vote in support of funding the new football stadium. The final

tally was closer than many had expected. At the council hearings,

recalls Misak, "One councilperson got up and talked about his neigh¬

borhood and the children, apologizing to the eight-year-olds in his

neighborhood who didn't have swings to play on. In the beginning

of his speech I thought, 'Oh my gosh. I can't beheve this person, who

is a total mayor's ally' I'm thinking he's going to come out against

this. . . ." She trails off in a laugh. "But he didn't! He apologized to

all the eight-year-olds in his neighborhood and then voted to put the

city general fund at risk."

By February 1996 the Plain Dealer could boast in its lead editorial,

"The best deal possible; Cleveland is rid of Art Modell and his medio¬

cre team, and Mayor White has helped foster a Browns rebirth." It

was civic-boostering spin at an all-time peak—what had been painted

as tragedy only a few short months before was now seen as the only

possible way for the city to hold on to its team name and rid itself of

a suddenly unpopular man at the same time. No one dared mention

that the city coffers didn't have the money to fund a new stadium—

Cleveland's third publicly funded new sports facility in less than a

decade—or that acquiring a new team could very well mean enticing

a team to bolt from yet another town.

Early reports had the Cincinnati Bengals or, ironically enough, the

Indianapolis Colts being brought in to play in the new Cleveland sta¬

dium. But the Bengals soon took themselves out of the running by

striking a deal for their own new stadium—paid for lock, stock, and
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luxury box by the citizens of Cincinnati to keep their football team

in town. The March 1996 referendum that authorized that football

stadium also approved a new stadium for the baseball Reds to keep

them from feeling left out. And so, by the spring of 1997, plans had

been laid for four stadiums in two states as a consequence of Art

ModelTs flight from Cleveland, itself a product of the Colts' move

from Baltimore more than a decade before.2

Aftermath

According to today's conventional media wisdom, both Cleveland

and Baltimore are cities in the midst of "renaissances," rising from

the ashes of '70s decay to stand newly triumphant as urban growth

centers. Credit for these rebirths is largely given to the cities' recon¬

structed downtowns, anchored in each case by a multimillion-dollar

sports complex that draws tourists from across the country.

Indeed, it's hard to imagine how the new stadiums could have

been more successful. Jacobs Field and Camden Yards sold out virtu¬

ally every game from the day they opened; in 1996 and 1997 the Indi¬

ans set a new baseball record by selling out the entire season months

before opening day, leaving the team's ticket sales staff with little to

do for the year but count the money A study by the city of Baltimore

found that the number of fans coming into town from outside the

Baltimore-Washington region for Orioles games nearly doubled af¬

ter the new ballpark was built.

As for the visions of a rising economic tide that would lift all boats,

though, the story was more troubling. And so while Cleveland, un¬

der the leadership of Mayor White, has been lauded repeatedly by

the national media as a classic comeback town—with its beautiful

new sports facilities as key elements—life remains much the same

for the city's still-shrinking urban population. In the midst of a de¬

cades-long drop in population, the percentage of Clevelanders living

in poverty rose from 17 percent in 1970 to more than 40 percent by

the mid-1990s. The city school system, drained of property taxes, is
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in shambles only 38 percent of its students graduate high school

with only 7 percent testing at a twelfth-grade level-and was placed

in state receivership in 1995. In fact, the day before the deal for a new

football stadium in Cleveland was approved by the Cleveland city

council, the Cleveland public school system announced it would cut

$52 milhon over two years, laying off up to 160 teachers and eliminat¬

ing mterscholastic athletics from a program that Cleveland school

superintendent Richard A. Boyd described as "in the worst financial

shape of any school district in the country"3

In Baltimore the toll is harder to quantify. Because the stadiums

were built with state money, there is no guarantee that the city

would have reaped the benefit of alternative uses for the funds.

Still, the Camden Yards complex ultimately drew more than $400

million out of the state treasury, the bulk of it coming from poor

Baltimoreans who are the lottery's best customers. That's $400 mil¬

lion, critics charge, that could have been spent on the city's gaping

chasm of needs for education or drug treatment. And the vein is now

tapped out: With each new sports lottery to meet the stadiums' cost

overruns, state lottery officials have seen their yield decline, leading

many locals to conclude that the lottery market is simply saturated.

In 1997 a plan to legalize limited casino gambling in the city of Bal¬

timore and use the proceeds for education was shot down by Parris

Glendening, Schaefer s successor as governor.4

As for the neighborhood activists who had opposed Camden

Yards, not all of their worst fears were realized. The surrounding

neighborhoods, so far at least, have neither been gentrified beyond

recognition nor lost in a flood of sports-fan amenities. "They did a

good job of doing a bad thing," concedes Bill Marker, looking up at
the new stadium that literally casts a shadow over his mixed-income

row-house neighborhood of Ridgely's Delight. True, the "historic"

nature of the ballpark is more cosmetic than real; even the ware¬

house, without which the baseball field would, in Lapides's words,"just be sort of a blob sitting in the middle of a field," lost its north¬

ern end, lopped off to afford better views of the downtown skyline
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from the seats behind home plate. And the city did lose many of the

one thousand manufacturing jobs provided by the twenty-six com¬

panies that had existed on the Camden Yards site, in addition to the

property taxes that the food plants and other businesses had gener¬

ated.

Just across the highway from the new stadiums, the black enclave

of Sharp—Leadenhall is less thrilled with its new neighbors, as it con¬

tinues to plead for money from the city to repair its recreation center

and swimming pool amid city cutbacks. "Oh man, the city," sighs

Sharp-Leadenhall Planning Committee organizer May Ringold. "It's

a pity that the city's there. We need some of that federal money. We're

just a small community, but we've been around since the seventeenth

century. ... If the stadium wanted to come into our neighborhood,

I think they should try to help spruce up the neighborhood itself."

The Stadium Authority s only offer to date: a new path through the

community's playground, so that football fans could walk through
more quickly on their way to the games.

Three miles to the north, in Baltimore s old sports center, the pic¬

ture is more uniformly gloomy. Memorial Stadium now sits empty,

save for the eight Sundays a year when the Ravens are in town, oc¬

cupying the old bowl as they await their new digs at Camden Yards.5

The residential neighborhoods around the stadium, Waverly and

Charles Village, whose modest brick houses provided the backdrop

for so many Orioles and Colts games over the years, have started

showing the first signs of decline: "For Sale" signs sprout like dan¬

delions along Thirty-third Street, and the shopping drag on nearby

Greenmount Avenue is littered with empty storefronts. The Stadium

Lounge, on Greenmount and Thirty-fourth, bears two large signs

in its window: The Stadium Lounge Welcomes the nfl Baltimore
Ravens" and "Checks Cashed in a Flash."

Jack Lapides, who is quick to praise the decision to place the new

stadiums downtown instead of in the suburbs, is just as quick to

point out that Baltimore already had a ballpark that met the same

old-time criteria that would later draw compliments at Camden
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this city finds itself in a familiar place: trying to fix a downtown abandoned

by businesses and the middle class, with neighborhoods gripped by de¬

spair. Shortly before this, the Census Bureau had declared Cleveland to be

the poorest city in the nation.

4. A subsequent study by Johns Hopkins economists Bruce W Hamilton

and Peter Kahn calculated that Camden Yards earned the state of Maryland

$3 million a year in new revenues, while costing $14 million a year in con-"

struction debt. As baseball business writer Doug Pappas would later note:

All told, each dollar of extra revenue from the ballpark costs Maryland tax¬

payers almost $5 making Camden Yards one of the few investments worse

than the lottery which financed it."

5. Memorial Stadium was demolished in 2001 and replaced by apart¬

ments and a retirement home.

6. John Christison, the former manager of the Orlando Arena, was blunt

in a 2001 interview: "These things would not be practical if it were not for

public money to make them happen. And my disappointment is that the

public is not getting a hell of a lot for their investment. They're not get¬

ting cheaper ticket prices, certainly. The average schmuck that pays for the

thing out of property tax, or whatever the case, isn't getting a bigger more

comfortable seat, he's not getting warmer popcorn. What he's getting is a

higher ticket price and a tougher time trying to buy a ticket to take his kids

to the game. Somebody's getting fat, but it's not the taxpayer."

7- In Indianapolis, meanwhile, the Colts owners were soon threatening

to pull up stakes again if a new stadium wasn't forthcoming to replace the

now two-decade-old dome. After rumors that Bob Irsay's son Jim, who had

taken over the reins of the franchise after the death of his father, would

move the team to Los Angeles, in 2005 the Indiana state legislature ap¬

proved construction of a $687 million replacement—with $635 million of

the funding shouldered by taxpayers.
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